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        The Sennheiser CC 510 has a Flexible Boom Arm  Mic Boom Style
The Sennheiser CC 510 supports Noise Cancelling
Sennheiser CC 510 Datasheet
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        Sennheiser CC 510

Sennheiser is a name that has always been known for the durability and high quality of its products, and the CC 510 headset is no exception. This headset is a practical device that can be used for business or personal purposes and is guaranteed to give you crystal clear audio at all times

Just like most headsets today, the Sennheiser CC 510 comes with an accompanying microphone that has the capability to eliminate noise. Therefore, with this device, you can record your own voice without worrying that background sounds will be captured as well. If you use the headset for making or receiving calls, you can also be sure that the person at the other end will be hearing you loud and clear despite the presence of other sounds in the background

When it comes to ease of use and comfort of wearing, the CC 510 also has you covered. It comes with comfort pads along the band and the ear caps are nicely padded as well so you won’t feel uncomfortable even after wearing the headset for a couple of hours at a time. It is also quite lightweight so you won’t feel it wearing down on your head even with extended use

The design of the headset makes it possible for wearing either on the left or the right side so you can choose which one is most comfortable for you. Should you get tired of wearing it on one side, you can easily switch it to the other without any problems

The Sennheiser CC 510 is built to last a very long time but the ear pads do tend to get worn out over time especially if you use the device a lot. This would be no problem because the pads are replaceable and you will easily be able to find replacements from the same stores that sell the headset. Storing the headset is no problem either because the ear cups can swivel to 90 degrees, allowing you to store the headset without using too much space

This headset is preferred by many call centers because of the combination of the high quality of audio, impressive comfort level and reasonable price. It is also great for business executives who need to communicate frequently with their partners and clients all throughout the day. Many people also like using the CC 510 for personal use, such as for gaming and for video chatting

With an average rating of 4 out of 5, the Sennheiser CC 510 is definitely a contender when it comes to the most popular and most recommended headsets out there 

For further Sennheiser CC 510 Headset features please click here
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        More Information	Warranty	24 Months (No Quibble Warranty)
	Connectivity	Wired
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the head
	Mic Boom Style	Flexible Boom Arm 
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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